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IT HAS NEVER BEEN MORE IMPORTANT TO TAKE
A ‘GROWN UP’ VIEW OF SOCIAL MEDIA
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ADOPTING A STRATEGIC APPROACH TO SOCIAL MEDIA
THAT WILL BOOST BUSINESS, MANAGE RISK AND STAND THE TEST OF TIME
Why this book matters:
Social media has emerged as a powerful
tool for the next generation of leaders and
even the occasional president, but we
have also seen how a single, rogue tweet
from Elon Musk cost him and Tesla $40m.
This book explains how leaders can build
a personal brand safely.
Social media continues to attract the
headlines – often for the wrong reasons:
‘fake news’, the alleged manipulation of
election campaigns, data breaches, cyber
bullying, the promotion of inappropriate
content and the impact on the mental
health of young people. Written in the
aftermath of the Cambridge Analytica
scandal, this book puts social media into
content, explaining what we need to
know and how to mitigate its more
harmful effects.

People continue to lose their jobs over
things they say and share on social media.
Employers have a “duty of care” to their
employees to stop them getting into
trouble – this book provides a framework
for how to manage this type of
reputational risk.
Social media platforms are in a constant
state of flux, with changing algorithms,
functions and features – this book
explains how to build a strategy that will
stand the test of time.
The challenge most organisations face in
embracing social media is cultural rather
than technological – this book explains
how to create an agile, transparent
culture that will thrive on social media.
Social media illiteracy is dangerous and
career limiting – this book tells
professionals what they need to know.

Social media has become an integral part of our professional and
personal lives. It has transformed marketing, customer service,
recruitment and internal communications. At the same time, most
of us have smartphones loaded with social media apps to
connect with everyone from our friends and family to our elected
politicians. This familiarity with social media has, however, led to
complacency and bad behaviours. Businesses and individuals are
wasting time, money and effort on tactical activities and trivial

outputs and not enough on measurable outcomes. Opportunities
are being missed. Poor ideas are slipping through the net, whilst
good ideas are underfunded. Lessons are not learned. Risks are
taken that are avoidable. Now a new book, The Financial Times
Guide to Social Media Strategy, has been published to help
everyone in business take a more “grown up” approach to social
media, and use it to really boost their business and their careers.

FROM “WHY SOCIAL” TO “HOW SOCIAL”?

THE “DUTY OF CARE”

For a long time, business leaders needed convincing of the value
of social media and why they should be embracing it. Today,
however, the conversation has shifted to how they can get better
at social media and use it in a more strategic way to add real value.

Social media is often the public platform where people’s private
and professional lives meet. This means that when both employees
and leaders share (and over-share) opinions online, they can
unwittingly make public statements that cost them their jobs, reveal
confidential information or even come back to haunt them later in
their careers.

Most organisations started using social media without a clear
strategic goal. Simply having a social media presence was
deemed sufficient, without stopping to ask simple questions about
the value it adds to customers, the needs it satisfies, and whether
objectives could be achieved more cost-effectively by doing
something else.

The Financial Times Guide to Social Media Strategy argues that
every organisation has a duty of care to all of its employees to
ensure that they understand fully the risks and opportunities
provided by social media and, in particular, the dangers of
over-sharing and making inappropriate comments. A set of social
The Financial Times Guide to Social Media sets out practical steps media guidelines for the employee manual is no longer enough to help organisations go beyond this unhealthy focus on tactics and organisations and leaders need proper training as part of their wider
technology, and establish the strategic thinking, planning and
social media strategy.
processes that should underpin every social media activity and
investment.
For more information, a review copy of The Financial Times Guide to Social Media Strategy or an interview or article from
the author Martin Thomas, please contact:
DURGA BRADLEY`

durga@thebookpublicist.co.uk

01497 288 018
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EXCLUSIVE ARTICLES AND INTERVIEWS AVAILABLE:
The author of The Financial Times Guide to Social Media Strategy, Martin Thomas, is a highly
experienced and engaging speaker. He is available to offer expert comment on a
number of marketing and social media strategy topics, including:

Staying ahead of the algorithm: How to
build a strategy to survive social media
platform changes.

The “Duty of Care”: Why your team’s
social media activity should be your
responsibility

Your leadership brand: Should you really
lead a company (or a country!) via social
media?
Embracing the opportunities and
challenges of social customer service.
Social sells: How to use social media
to drive sales.

Social Culture: Why transforming your
company culture could be the key to
social media success.

How to manage the risk of over-sharing
on social media.

How good at social media are you
`really? What to measure, and why?

What lessons we can all learn from
Donald Trump’s use of social media?

The Financial Times Guide to Social Media Strategy: Boost your business, manage risk and develop your personal brand
by Martin Thomas is out now, published by FT Publishing, priced £21.99.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Martin Thomas Thomas has worked in all areas
of the marketing communications industry in
senior management and planning roles with
some of the world’s leading media, PR,
advertising and sponsorship agencies.
He is the Institute of Directors’ (IoD) course leader
on digital and social media, in which capacity he
trains senior managers in a range of digital skills.
He has also chaired over 30 digital and social
media conferences and is a digital
communication consultant with Oxford SM.
Much of his work has focused on the
organisational response to digitally empowered
customer behaviour and changing expectations,
a subject on which he has become a highly regarded writer, speaker and
commentator. His first book, Crowdsurfing – which he co-wrote with David Brain –
examined how institutions around the world are responding to consumer
empowerment. In his second book, Loose, he explained why institutions need to
adopt a looser approach to the way that they think and work if they are going to
survive and thrive in our highly complex, socially connected world.
He is a former non-executive director of Commonwealth Games and Sport England
and a fellow of the RSA.

“Whether in today’s corporate
world in the public sector or in civil
society leaders must fully appreciate
both the strategic impact and risk
social media can mean for them.
This book needs to be on top
of the reading list”
Thomas Schultz-Jagow, Senior
Director Campaigns and
Communications,
Amnesty International

“I’m particularly fond of the social
media work Martin Thomas does. There
are plenty of social media oﬀerings out
there – but somebody who works at
board level, gets organisational
direction and also gets social media
and changing generations. Such
individuals are rare.”
Dr Simon Haslam, IoD strategy
consultant and visiting fellow
Durham University Business School

For more information, a review copy of The Financial Times Guide to Social Media Strategy or an interview or article from
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